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Jeanne Budgin, Representative American Academy of Veterinary Dermatology (AAVD)  
Vincent Defalque, Representative Canadian Academy of Veterinary Dermatology (CAVD)  
Alberto Cordero, Representative Sociedad Latino Americana de Dermatología Veterinaria (SLDV)  
Jacques Fontaine, Representative, European College of Veterinary Dermatology (ECVD)  
Peter Forsythe, Treasurer of WAVD, Member-at-Large  
Stefan Hobi, Representative Asian College of Veterinary Dermatology (AiCVD) 
Koji Nishifuji, Representative Asian Society of Veterinary Dermatology (AiSVD)  
Catherine Outerbridge, Representative American College of Veterinary Dermatology (ACVD), President 
WCVD10 
Manon Paradis, President WCVD7  
Susan Paterson, President of WAVD, Member-at-Large 
Stephen White, Secretary of WAVD, (de facto President) WCVD8  
Brett Wildermuth, Member-at-Large 
Nagarajan Balasubramanian Representative Association for Veterinary Dermatology, India (IAVD) 
 
Regrets 
Mandy Burrows, Representative Dermatology Chapter of the Australian and New Zealand College of 
Veterinary Scientists (DCANZCVS), President World Congress of Veterinary Dermatology (WCVD) 9 
Emily Rothstein, Secretary WCVD10  
Peter Hill Member-at-Large 
Katarina Varjonen, Representative European Society of Veterinary Dermatology (ESVD)  
 
 
I. Welcome 
A. Sue opened the meeting welcoming everyone, noted the regrets and explained that Jacques Fontaine 
(a past president of the ECVD) is replacing Susanne Ahman as ECVD representative.  
 
B. Dr. Nagarajan Balasubramanian, representing the Indian Association for Veterinary Dermatology from 
the southern part of India,  was introduced and who talked briefly about the first meeting of the Indian 
Society for Veterinary Dermatology, which had over 650 participants, plus many students who were very 
interested in veterinary dermatology. There were several sessions, including a research session with the 
various members of veterinary school faculties, a practitioner session, and one for the students. There 
was also satellite programming from the meeting, and a hands-on workshop the last day. Dr. 
Balasubramanian thanked the WAVD for its support, and hoped for continual cooperation in the future.   



Sue has received several very nice photos of the IAVD meeting and will forward those on to Brett to put 
on social media. 
  
C. Sue noted that we lost our secretarial support the last few months, as Monica Sayers left Venue West, 
plus our contract with Venue West for secretarial and organizational support ran out May 31, and we’ve 
not heard anything from them, not even an invoice for last year, despite several attempts at 
communication.   
-Vincent was surprised at the lack of response from VW, but noted that they no longer have a physical 
headquarters. 
-Alberto felt that they might have Blair become our secretarial person, as he is now the VW person for 
WCVD10, and for NAVDF. 
-Jeanne noted that Monica’s abrupt departure also was disconcerting for NAVDF. Jeanne also noted that 
on the original Agenda there was to have been an introduction of Diane Klingner from Venue West and 
inquired about who this person was/is. Stephen responded by saying this was the person that VW 
informed us was to step into Monica’s role, but we’ve not heard anything from her, despite cc-ing her 
on all correspondence. 
-Catherine felt that it would be good to find secretarial support from an organization that has the best 
interest of WAVD at heart and not other responsibilities with our MOs.  
-Jeanne agreed, especially since Blair now has both WCVD 10 and NAVDF to take care of. 
-Sue has been looking into other groups that can do our secretarial work, including the group that ESVD 
has used for a long time, although they are more expensive than VW. 
-Catherine felt the secretarial responsibilities should be an organization other than a meeting 
organizer/PCO. 
-Sue noted that two of the groups she has recently contacted only do secretarial support, and are not 
meeting planning organizations. 
 
II. Approval of minutes from WAVD AC meeting March 5, 2022. 
 
Sue asked for any additions/corrections to the minutes from our March meeting. There were none and 
the minutes were approved (moved by Stephen, seconded by Manon). 
 
Sue also asked for any additions to the Agenda – there were none. 
 
III. Action items from March meeting 
A. A call for bids for WCVD11 has gone out to the listserves and is now noted in two places on the WAVD 
website, under both World Congress and News. See below under VII 
B. Sue created an invitation, to members of the MOs to participate on WAVD committees, that was send 
out to the MOs and to the listserves. See below under IX 
C. Strategic Planning was sent out to members of the AC, the version attached to the Agenda included 
Mandy’s thoughts and additions. See below under IX. 
D. Terms of Reference, also sent out to the AC will be considered in progress until we decide on our 
committee structure. 
E. Accounts and Risk Assessment was covered by Peter (Forsythe) later in the Treasurer’s report IV 
F. Stephen is working on a Template for the MOs to submit their annual reports. UPDATE: Vincent and 
Eric are now helping Stephen in this task. 
G. Peter has contacted Richard Halliwell in regards to the not for profit (NFP) status of any potential 
MOs (the answer was yes, they need to be NFP, which would be necessary to keep our NFP status. 
 



 
 
 
IV. Treasurer’s Report 
 
A.  given by Sue. The Treasurer’s report of our Accounts 2020-2021 needs to be approved by a majority 
of the AC by Tuesday June 28 noon UK time in order to send the report on to our accountant. Apologies 
that this was last minute, but it was caused by some coordinating with the information from WCVD9. 
We need to get this in by the above deadline lest we be fined by Scottish Charities for being late (due 
June 30th). UPDATE: this was accomplished, as Peter received responses from 13 of 15 members, all 
approving, and it was sent to the accountants/Scottish Charities by June 30th. 
 
Sue thanked Peter for all his work on the Budget. 
 
B. given by Peter, and continuing on with the Consolidated Accounts 2020-2021.  Peter mentioned that 
a good deal of this was also the efforts of David Lloyd, previous treasurer.  
 
1. There was a loss of £115,903  due to both COVID and a decrease in the value of the US dollar. 
2. The expense of the Peter Ihrke Scholarship shouldn’t be in this Budget, it’s in the previous financial 
year. 
 
[at this point Sue welcomed Jacques Fontaine to the meeting] 
 

C. Looking at the Budget 2021-2022 (again, given by Peter): accounts are in euros, using OANDA.com 
for the currency conversions. [Please refer to the Treasurer’s Report for details]  
 
This chart for quick reference. There’s no income for this fiscal year (July1 2021-
June 30). In the UK the financial year ends April 5. 
 
Expenditures around 100,000 euros 
We saved a lot having the AC meetings on line, not face-to-face. 
 

 
1. The WAVD Education committee exceeded the budget because it assumed cost of Veterinary 
Dermatology Advances 9 special edition [7286 euros]; Catherine felt this should be under the  WCVD9 
budget. Peter will move those funds into WCVD9 expenses when the accounts for the 21/22 year are 
finalized. 
 
2. There was a request from Wayne Rosenkrantz (no longer an AC member, but staying on as a 
committee member, with Katarina now a co-Chair of the Clinical Consensus Guidelines [CCG] committee 

along with Catherine) that the budget of €7,500 should be increased.  The Otology CCG wanted to bring 
everyone to Colorado, but the airfare would be over their budget. The Leishmaniosis committee also 
wanted to fly one of their members from Israel to the ESVD-ECVD meeting in Porto, as well as pay for 
this person’s registration to the meeting (this latter  expense was denied).  

Catherine noted that information had been sent to members of CCG committees informing 
them of their responsibilities, etc.  Equine hypersensitivity CCG is at the point  that the manuscript is 
close to being submitted. Otology is further behind. 

Balance on June 9th 2022 

£494,729 

€103,368.02 

$630,531 



 The suggestion was that (perhaps) the reason the Otology CCG committee was behind because 
that the subject was too broad, and that perhaps they should have a more limited subject such as 
Pseudomonas otitis externa (suggested by Catherine), or bacterial otitis externa (suggested by Jeanne). 

Sue felt that having an face-to-face bringing people from the UK, Australia and the USA to one 
place (Dr. Noxon’s house in Colorado) seemed not necessary. There was concern about setting a 
precedent. The Otology and the Leishmaniosis groups were told they could each have $3500 as this was 
what was budgeted.  Catherine will go back to the groups and confirm they both have $3500, and to the 
Otology group if they wish to narrow their focus in order to help things move along. Jeanne wanted to 
know what are these funds are earmarked for? They are to bring chairs to dermatology congresses 
(airfare, hotel, registration, etc.) to present.  At Bordeaux several of these chairs were being paid via 
WCVD9 for other reasons. 
Peter note that perhaps we need to distinguish what the money will be paid for in the future (only for 
chairs? Also for face-to-face meetings?) Catherine mentioned that the process is already very well laid 
out to those persons who agree to be chairs. 
 
3. At the present time, while 70,000 euros were budgeted for WCVD10, only 36,122euros have been 
dispensed. Catherine noted that in the past, money came from WAVD to WCVD first as a Principle 
Sponsor, and also as a loan. We could thus consider the 36,000euros as a down payment for the 
Principle Sponsorship, and if WCVD10 is lucky, we/they won’t need a loan. Peter pointed out that at 
least some of the 36,122 euros [figure to be cross-checked with Rosario] were already considered as 
loans. 
 
There was a comment on having a reception at WCVD10 for WCVD 9 officers and committee chairs, as 
well as some of the AC retirees, on site, and using in-house catering.   
 
4. No secretarial fees have been paid – VW has not yet sent an invoice, and we did not pay up front 
when the contract was signed. 
 
5. Thus of the 170,000 euros budgeted for 2021-2022, 54,645 euros are the expenditures. We saved 
money due to not having a face-to-face meeting. However, subsequent years’ expenses will increase; if 
Boston is financially successful, this rise in expenditure will be off-set. David Lloyd always felt that we 
should have reserves in the event of a congress loss, which would be approximately 1 million pounds.   
 
6. Catherine asked the question, as WCVD10 is putting together their budget, if in the past the WAVD 
paid for the AC members to attend the world congresses.  Stephen replied in the affirmative.  
Brett noted that flight fares had to be approved by David Lloyd. Catherine also noted that there are 8 
people on the AC who also serve on WCVD10 EOC, so a conversation between Rosario Cerundolo 
(Treasurer WCVD10) and Peter about who pays for whom – all the money comes out of the same place 
but out of which association it comes out.  
-Stephen: WAVD paid for the CCGuideline presenters at Bordeaux if they weren’t being paid via their 
WCVD8 duties. 
Peter to chat with Rosario. 
 

7. Brett: The budget for the WAVD veterinary dermatology clinical image library  (formerly known 

as the dermatology atlas) may need to be increased from 8,000 euros due to storage needs. See below 
under XI. 
 



8. Vincent: The World Veterinary Dermatology Day, financially has had only one invoice so far. Budgeted 
for 2500 euros per year, but may need more like 5,000 for the final amount. This should be ok over a 2-
year period. See below under X. 
 
9. Risk registry: there was concern by Sue that the WAVD only has only one funding source. Stephen 
inquired about investing some of the funds. Perhaps we need a designated fund for Congresses. 
Sue noted that other charities do this and she would look into this possibility with Peter. If we invested, 
there would need to follow certain obvious guidelines, like not investing in companies that are involved 
in animal testing. Other large veterinary/animal charities have invested in highly ethical companies and 
we can use those as guidelines.  
 
V. WCVD 10  Given by Catherine  
A. The dates of the Congress have been finalized. Venue possibilities still are either the Hynes hotel or  
the Boston Convention Center (dependent on whether the Hynes [with which we have a contract] is sold 
or not) but these venues now have the same dates: July 25-29, 2024. Signature Boston (Boston’s 
convention authority) helped us get this date change. 
1. Unfortunately Blair from VW sent an e-mail to Signature Boston (but not to anyone on the EOC) that a 
venue must be chosen now for sponsorship reasons, but this obviously means he may not realize the 
situation with the venue.  Catherine has sent an explanatory e-mail to him.   
2. Management fees/licensing fee agreement with WAVD – still in progress with lawyer, in order to 
explain why any funds are eventually sent from WCVD10 to WAVD based in Scotland. 
3. WCVD 10 now has tax exempt status in USA  
 
B. The WCVD 10 Executive Organizing Committee (EOC) met at the NAVDF in New Orleans end of April 
2022. 

a) The Program committee met in May and is actively working on filling in the various invited 
speakers and prioritizing local speakers, as the greater Boston area is a center for medical research. One 
has already been chosen, John Harris, an expert on vitiligo. 

b) Virtual component: 30 hours pre-recorded at the same time as the meeting: 6 hours chosen by 
virtual committee from basic CE, 6 hours from the feline program, 12 from the advanced CE, and 6 with 
novel content only available virtually, from geographically diverse speakers. Quotes are in progress for 
recording from c-vent and Webinar Vet (Brett contacting A. Chadwick) and VW (not currently in our 
contract with VW). 
Brett: has talked with Webinar Vet in regards to recorded/virtual content. Cost:1000 £/hour on Zoom, 
but WV  recommended to build a website, cost  £50,000. Payment from attendees would ideally go 
through WV not VW.  
Looking into having a virtual exhibition, and offering this option to only Principal sponsors for a small 
additional fee. Also looking into having virtual attendees being able to socialize. 

c) Sponsorship and exhibition: these committees also have been very active  

• Defined the Sponsorship levels:  
Principal sponsor 75,000 USD,  
Major Sponsor 50,000 USD,  
Supporting Sponsor 25,000 USD,  
Sponsor 10,000 USD 

When comparing to WCVDs 9 and 8 level fees, at those WCVDs there were sponsorship taxes, but not 
for WCVD10 in US, (plus factoring in inflation) our sponsors  should be ok with these levels. 
Sponsorship brochures are in process 



Officers and Sponsorship committee are working on an updated contact (sponsor) list and contacting 
sponsors from previous congresses to verify their expression of interest. This is important as VW gets 
7.5% of sponsorship dollars if the we verify/contact the sponsor, but if VW contacts sponsor first, they 
get 15%.  
Looking into the possibilities to have i) a reporter on site  ii) Q&A live with speakers during congress 
iii)  recording the Schindelka on site  

d) Publicity committee: lobster-themed bottle opener; going to Porto and baseball caps given to 
committee members; cost per cap is $13, plus set up fee of $75, so may them bring to Porto and sell for 
cash (15 euros), also will give to committee members who weren’t at NAVDF, and to Presidents of ECVD 
and ESVD (as was done to presidents of AAVD and ACVD).  Also gave away little we-pulls (pom-pom 
lobsters). WCVD10 will have a booth at ESVD-ECVD – uncertain if there is a fee for that – there wasn’t at 
NAVDF. Emily is working on a list for manning the booth. EOC will have a hybrid meeting of those who 
will be there and whoever can join distally. 

 
C. Social Program 

1. Opening ceremony at WCVD 10 will be in a theatre at the Hynes, at a ballroom at the BCC 
(overlooking Boston harbor), and then in both cases the reception will be at the exhibit hall. 

2. Not yet having a venue chosen impacts the local evening; as if it were to be the Hynes it was 
to be at the Boston Public Library, which is walking distance from the Hynes and can accommodate 3500 
people.  Their preliminary cost was over $200/person, although they are reworking their costs so that 
we might come in at $150/person, similar to Bordeaux and Vancouver. They will only start taking 
reservations 2 years out July 1, 2022. Most hotels can only accommodate 1500 people.  Boston Science 
museum can accommodate 4000, Boston’s Fenway Park, a baseball park, could accommodate us but the 
ambience might not be what we are looking for. The ‘Lawn on D’ which is next to the BCC might work 
but  it’s outside and if a thunderstorm and/or unbearable heat, that might not be ideal, even with tents. 

2. Other events being discussed by the EOC are a Meet and Greet Thursday evening, probably 
off-site from either venue. Recall that the days of  WCVD10 are now Thursday (set up day, residents’ 
education, etc.), Friday (Sponsored -Symposia) and the actual congress Saturday-Monday. This 
weekend-oriented aspect of the meeting may allow us to attract more local private practitioners.  
While a Gala will be considered, this may be too expensive. An alternative is to have an after-dinner 
concert at the House of Blues – with perhaps the Yeasty Boys – discussions are underway with Royal 
Canin. 
 
D. Catherine stressed that the officers and the EOC have had very good relation with Signature Boston 
whom they consider good partners. As an example, when Blair sent his e-mail (noted above) Signature 
Boston right away reached out to Emily and Catherine. 
 
E. Sue then asked Dr. Balasubramanian what he thought the response or attendance from India might 
be for WCVD10. He replied that they are finding ways to bring people to WCVD10, there is a lot of 
interest and that as a member [organization] they would like a concession [discount] for their members. 
 
VI. Update on SLDV Alberto gave an update on the  SLDV, their journal is now peer reviewed and is 
growing in impact factor. They are continuing with a congress planned for late November, in Brazil. The 
event is being managed by an outside company for $20,000 paid to the SLDV; the academic part 
supervised by the SLVD board. 
Brett: requested information on the SLVD congress to put on social media.  
WCVD 10 initially wasn’t on the website of SLVD (thanks to Vincent who brought this to Alberto’s 
attention) but Alberto has been in  contact with SLVD so this will be corrected. 



 
VII. Bids for WCVD 11 have come in, sometimes from veterinarians, sometimes from the convention 
bureaus of the cities themselves. The deadline for submission is midnight (GMT) October 31st 2022 so 
they can be assessed by an independent panel [not veterinary dermatologists] which will compile a 
short list of three bids to be taken forward to the AC before our meeting in December 2022. All bids are 
currently coming in to Stephen’s e-mail address. 
 
VIII. e-mails 
Brett: We changed the Web host a few years ago, and so we changed our webmaster and our website, 
the old one we were using was a German group set up by Hans Koch and that was hosting our website 
and an email that we never really used. With a change in web host there was a change to a new 
webmaster. Rupert, our former webmaster, had signed us up to G-suite that we are using currently, 
which includes our YouTube parked videos and an email address that we are not using. Ideally, we want 
various e-mails for President, Secretary, etc. rather than personal e-mails. Brett is paying the 6 
euros/month currently to the Web host- we can change the billing address but not where the account 
‘lives’ (in Hong Kong under Rupert’s name). So, we need to close that account and open a new one, we 

could keep the one e-mail address of dermatology@wavd.org and add more e-mail addresses. Right 
now, with that e-mail address, Brett can e-mail out of it but can’t send to it.  If we do open the new 
account, whose address should we use?  It should be someone with an actual IP address. It may be most 
convenient to have that in the UK, perhaps Peter (Forsythe). There’s not much data on it, so if shut it all 
down we wouldn’t lose much. 
Sue: then you need an address 
Brett: and we need to determine what to do when the person with that address moves off the AC. 
 
IX. Sue’s reports 
A. Publicity and education call for volunteers.   
The response has been very good, and Sue showed the list of volunteers for these two committees. 
Peter Hill has accepted the volunteers for Education, and Jeane, who has been very involved in the 
Global Veterinary Dermatology Education Group (GVDEG) will become the vice chair of the committee. 
There have been so many volunteers from the US that we couldn’t accept them all. A nice thanks with 
regrets will be sent from Sue to Linda Frank and Sandra Diaz. UPDATE this has already been done. Brett 
suggested a waiting list in case anyone backs out.  
 
B. WAVD will become an affiliate member of the World Small Animal Veterinary Association, and rather 
than paying dues, we will pay in kind(advertising meetings, etc.). Jeanne: great job! 
 
C. Strategic plan - This was sent out prior to today’s meeting. The black and blue font is what Sue has put 
in, the rest are Mandy’s comments/suggestions/ thoughts. Please look at this and respond to Sue, once 
this goes forward we can send it on to the committees  for their work on adapting it within their 
responsible fields.  
 
X. World Veterinary Dermatology Day Vincent: It would seem that neither Jim Noxon (chair, otology 
CCG committee) nor Rosanna Marsella (chair, equine hypersensitivity CCG committee) had a precise 
idea of how they were to interact with WVDD, as Vincent has been asking for a video from each for a 
tentative WVDD date in February 2023, with several deadlines having come and gone. Instead, he was 
getting questions about who should they send their manuscript to and what about money for meetings 
(the latter covered above in IV. C. 2) .   Richard Halliwell’s hx of veterinary dermatology video will be 
ready via Workshop Media. Sue will also be recorded. 



Sue: asked what’s plan B 
Vincent: even just the one of Richard’s would be good.  
Sue wondered about using a previous CCG but the time that is needed for translation won’t make that 
possible. Hopefully Rosanna’s may be ready. Sue will re-record her own video. 
Brett: could anything from WCVD 9 be used? Vincent noted that the intention was to show new stuff. 
Catherine: apologized for the slowness of the CCG. If we only have one hour, but the material is 
available for 24 hours, this may make it easier for people to spend the time. 
 

XI Dermatology Atlas (name change suggested to WAVD veterinary dermatology clinical image 
library) Brett has been looking into various digital asset management companies, the original one has 
ceased to respond to him.  Also, Candace Sousa has initiated a retiring/retired group of veterinary 
dermatologists and they probably will have images for this project.   
 
XII Website Stephen needs to take Susanne Ahman’s photo down and put up Katarina’s and Jacque’s. 
UPDATE: this has been done. Eric Blosch as website manager has been very helpful and responsive. 
Richard’s hx of veterinary dermatology will probably go on the website after World Veterinary 
Dermatology Day. Brett mentioned that getting the word out about new videos/webinars is important 
and that Jeanne and Manon helped him previously. It may take an organizational meeting with those 
people who are interested in publicizing these new videos to universities and other associations. 
 
XII Last thoughts Catherine brought up ideas for future CCG topics, and/or should we update those we 
already have (not necessarily the same people writing/updating). Sue had a similar conversation with 
WASVA if they had any CCG topics that they wanted to ‘commission’ WAVD to do. 
 
Catherine also wanted to know if any non-WCVD10 EOC would be in Porto, and to thereby bring those 
people a WCVD10 hat. Please contact her if you are in that category, 
 
The next AC meeting will be Saturday, September 24. Please look at the accompanying document 
about potential time/time zone. 
 
 
Action items 
1.  Sue to send to Brett some of the photos she received from Nagarajan about the Indian Society’s 
meeting for him to put on social media. 
2. Peter to move the cost of Veterinary Dermatology Advances 9 special edition [7286 euros] under the  
WCVD9 budget rather than the WAVD budget. 
3. Peter to speak with Rosario Cerundolo about which organization (WAVD and/or WCVD10) will pay for 
the 8 AC members who are also on the WCVD10 EOC. 
4. Sue and Peter will look into possibilities for investing some of our reserves in order to have a financial 
stream other than the WCVDs 
5. Alberto to send information about the next SLVD congress to Brett to have on social media. Also, 
Alberto to check to see that SLVD has WCVD10 on its website. 
6. Sue to contact the volunteer list and work with the chairs to facilitate the Publicity and Education 
committee meetings. 
7.  All of us to respond to Sue in regards to the Strategic Plan document 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 



Stephen D. White, DVM DACVD, Secretary 
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